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Experimental Details
Additional Details of the Autoclave-inserted Atomic Force Microscope
Scheme 1. Schematic of the autoclave AFM setup with one cabinet for the gas bottles and one for the autoclave AFM and interferometer (in grey). Electrical connections are indicated in bold lines, whereas gas lines are indicated with thin lines mainly at the right.
The AFM cell mainly consists of a thick cell wall with a lid and inside a sample cup and stage mounted on an inner house to protect the piezo elements and electrical cabling. Total free volume in the cell with the lid closed is 93.1 mL. The cell walls, lid and inner house are made out of stainless steel 316 to provide good chemical resistance. The AFM is running with customized GSXM software (open source, Unix) for Linux [1, 2] with OP1550v2 interferometer readout software (Optics 11, Amsterdam) as a side program running parallel in Windows. The Eurotherm readout device uses iTools software (Eurotherm), the power supply uses Delta Elektronica controller software (version 4.6) and the pressure meter uses home written LabVIEW based software. Heating was operated by voltage. Different biases were applied to in the end come to a calibration curve for the temperature from room temperature to 250°C.
Post-treatment of the Atomic Force Microscopy Images
The topology maps were post-treated using Gwyddion, an open-source modular program for scanning probe microscopy. [3] First, the maps were flattened by a mean plane subtraction and alignment of rows (median of differences method). Then, the grains were selectively masked from by a 'Facet analysis' method (Facet plane size of 2, tolerance of 10 degrees). Manually, the scars were unselected from the mask and the maps rows were once more aligned, this time using a polynomial method excluding the masked background ( Figure S3 , for example of a mask). The masked grains were then analyzed using Gwyddion's statistical functions. c d Figure S2 . Additional AFM micrographs recorded during the same experiment from Figure 3 in the main paper, on the same surface spots as in Figure 4 , having identical features and no visible influences of possible tip damage, contamination or blunting obtained from earlier scans. Figure S3 . AFM image of the measurement performed in-situ at 20°C, 10 bar. As explained in the Experimental Section, the grains are selected by a 'Facet Analysis' function and manually optimized. When analyzing the grains, it is made sure possible scars/artefacts are deselected from the mask and all features are disconnected.
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